
How predictive analytics help build sales
Entytle Insyghts supercharges your CRM with predictive insights that drive warm leads and sales

opportunities for parts and services, from your existing installed base.

www.entytle.com

Beyond CRM data
"Sales teams need to update their approach to

customer data in order to remain efficient"

According The Sales Operations Optimization Study, which sampled

300 organizations around the world, only 25% of sales personnel

strongly believe that CRM aids their productivity, while 30% believe it

doesn't significantly improve productivity at all.

From System of record to System of intelligence
Adding predictive analytics to cleansed and enriched customer data, can help sales reps develop better strategies for each
deal, and apply methodology in a more actionable way, prioritize deals appropriately, improve time management and
effectively plan their daily activities. 

Forward-looking sales technology can help reps to adapt behavior and improve chances of winning deals. At the manager
level, predictive sales insights and installed base visibility help manages intervene and support reps more effectively, while
senior management gain better reporting, forecasting and insight into the business, as well as the ability to replicate winning
strategies and understand the ROI of sales assets.

Key insights

every sales team

needs
Map of your installed base
Complete view of a company's
installed base

Full account history
Equipment, parts and consumables,
service events, and more, all in one
place.

Account health and wallet share 
Business insights based on
accounts history, similar accounts
behavior and industry standards.

AI-generated leads and
opportunities
Pre-populated in the system, with
list of parts and services to be
offered to each location, for a higher
conversion rate.

Custom data gallery
Reports and business insights that
matter.

Aftermarket revenue challenges
Selling to existing customers should be easier and less expensive than
acquiring new ones. 
Yet, with thousands of customers and hundreds of products, most sales
organizations do not have the time or tools to chase down existing
customer opportunities.

Who to call?
What to offer?
When is the best time to reach out?

What Entytle can do for you
By applying data science and machine learning algorithms to massive
amounts of customer data, Entytle's software is able to cleanse and
reconcile the data in order to provide enhanced visibility and proactively
populate business opportunities for the sales, service and marketing
teams within their CRM.

Installed base visibility
Aftermarket engagement
AI-generated sales and service opportunities

ROI Matters
Based on in-depth interviews with our customers and after analyzing the financial results they
achieved in their first year, we estimate that a composite organization using Entytle Insyghts would
payoff the investment in less than 3 months, and generate stellar ROI within just a year. 
Here the highlights of our interviews:

Entytle’s benefits outweigh its costs tremendously
Entytle increases revenue by millions of dollars per year
Entytle pays for itself in less than 3 months

About Entytle Insyghts

The first data-driven solution for
aftermarket engagement, purpose-
built for industrial manufacturers.

Entytle Insyghts assembles data from multiple,
siloed and disparate enterprise systems, and
applies sophisticated analytics and machine
learning to that data to dramatically improve
installed base visibility, identify usage patterns
and customer segments, deliver opportunities
for  par ts  and serv ices  sa les ,  and dr ive
incremental recurring revenue.

Drive visibility, engagement, and organic
growth from your installed base.
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